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The Wooster 'Voice

Friday, September 20, 1996

TRADITION AND EXCELLENCE SINCE 1883

Volume CXIII, Issue 4

Campus
Council

Rhetoric, history, and politics as usual
RACHEL POPE
Professor James Hodges.

'Assis-

tant Professor Denise Bostdorff. and
Associate Professor Uric Moskowitz

attempted to shed light on the presidential election process through individual speeches, during second
installment of the Wowster Forum
Series, entitled "In Search of the
Presidency. 1996."
Hodges, the chair of the history
department, began his speech by
stating that the least interested and
involved group in today's politics is
the one that ranges in age from 8 to
29. He noted that in the 1992 presi1

dential election, this group

ac-

counted for only .1 percent of the
votes, a statistic which implies politics causes America's younger generations to "break out in hives and
retreat to MTV ."This is unfortunate
because .according to Hodges, presidential elections should serve as a
defining moment, teaching us about
our political beliefs as well as the art
of compromise.
During the bulk of his speech,
Hodges wielded statistics, attempting to prove that a presidential candidate must establish a strong coalition of voters, as well as electorial
votes. In other words, when a presidential candidate is on the podium,
he or she cannot look for answers to
the extreme right or left, but must
find them on the ground in between.
1
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Each year, Wooster juniors and
seniors get the chance to apply for
nearly a dozen different fellowships

and

post-gradua-

te

scholarships.

Some of these programs are earmarked for a specific type of program, meaning that the student is
given money to do a specific thing,
study at a particular institution, or
intern through a particular program.
Others are far more open.
The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship falls into the open category. It
is a fellowship for one year worth
$18,000, and there are only two
stipulations: the winner must spend
the entire 12 months outside of the
United States, and he or she cannot
affiliate with an academic institution. Said the program's" campus
contact person, Professor David
McConnell, "What an opportunity !"
McConnell is excited about the program, explaining that it is open to all
graduating seniors, regardless of

J
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Professors James Hodges, Denise Bostdorff and Eric Moskowitz discuss the 1996 election.
The winning candidate will be the
one who appeals to the most diverse
factions. Hodges said that elections
typically consist of an ambiguous
choice rather than a definitive one.
We do not ask who is the best, but
who is "the lesser evil." Relating
this back to his introduction, such a
watered down ideology acts as a
turn off for high minded, idealistic
youth. Hodges concluded by advising the audience to Pay attention,
choose, and be assured that if your
candidate loses everyone on this
panel will have been with you."
Bostdorff, a member of the communication department, spoke next
on the rhetorical characteristics of
the 1996 election. She argued that
this year's elections have been ar-

dently influenced by Ronald

Students compete for
prestigious awards
SARAH FENSKE

Greek Housing policy and religious representation were issues in
the last two weeks of Campus Council meetings. Council meets every
a.m. in the
week on Tuesday at
Coolidge Seminar Room in Kauke.
The meeting on September 10th
brought up the issue of housing policies for Greek students. This issue
was brought up last year in a letter to
Campus Council by Jim Morse '97.
k
Council representhen
tative to Campus Council. Housing
policy now states that no more that
50 ota sm?M house can be Greek
members, and only a limited number of members of a club or section
can live in the same hall if they
choose their rooms in general room
draw.
Last year's Council decided that
the issue should be dealt with this
year, and Campus Council chair
Donnell Wyche '97 brought it up on
September 10th to see "if there is
anything we should or can do."
"My biggest concern with the
policy," said Morse at the Sept 0th
meeting, "is that I think it is a kind of
discrimination."
Campus Council does not have
the power to change housing policy,
which falls under the Residential
Life office, but it can recommend
changes. Last year's Council voted
to suggest such a change in policy,
but it did not draw the support of the

their discipline. "The qualities the
committee looks for are a strong
academic record, flexibility, resourcefulness, creativity, integrity,
and passion. Of all the winners, all

had burning passion for their
project that's one of the intangibles

that is very important," McConnell
said. Last year's class produced a
winner, Hao Sheng '96, who is now
apprenticed to a potter in Japan.
Also offering the opportunity to
study in Asia is the Luce Scholarship Program. Wooster is permitted
to nominate two students each year
for a chance to try for one of 18
national fellowships. This particular fellowship is a bit more specific;
explained contact Professor Paul
Christianson, "It is an
paid year in an Asian country." Only
select colleges are asked to participate, so there are fewer than 100 in
the whole pool. "There is a series of
interviews, and tough competition
all-expen-

se

please see AWARDS, page 3

Reagan's legacy. Dole has already
said that he would be Reagan, if so
desired, while Clinton has become
an ayid student of Reagan videotapes, studying Reagan's stance and
delivery. An even more telling tale
of Reagan's legacy is the increased
use of the personal anecdote to win
voter support a tactic which has left
the more reserved Dole at a disadvantage.
Age is once again a rhetorical
characteristic of the election process . Here, Bostdorff provoked
laughter by observing that Dole has
died his hair in an effort to look
younger, while Clinton has let his
hair go grey in order to look older.
Views of the future also have special importance in this year's election. Clinton has an edge here, for he

Inter-Gree-

is able to project a vision that is

rosier than chilled cheeks; and Dole,
though he claims to be an optimist,
.is what Bostdorff calls "a modern

day Jeremiah calling the American
people to repent." She later went on
to balance this remark by saying
there was something admirable
about a man who found political
sales pitches distasteful.
Bostdorff also warned the audience to be aware of fallacies within
politicians' speeches. These fallacies include the questionable analogy, circular arguments, and spurious correlation. An example of the
questionable analogy would be Dole
likening the harmful effects of cigarettes to those of milk. Circular
please see FORUM, page 3

Risley remembered
Jamie Han, Risley's mother,
lowed with stories of Risley's

"In keeping true to Kate's nature, it is all right to laugh, and it's
all right to cry," said President R.
Stanton Hales last Friday. Hales
welcomed members of the College

childhood and life before Wooster.
Friends of Risley then offered
poems, letters and personal stories
Faculty members Joanne Frye,
Alphine Jefferson, and Walter
Zurko followed the presentation
of "Peace Like a River" by the
Gospel Choir. All recalled, in
Frye's words, "her smile and enthusiasm."
Lacrosse coach Tamra Barnes
recalled the spring 1997 team
as "a great player, with a
team personality. She was a believer in the ability of the. team."
The tribute was summed up in
the words of Barnes, who remembered Risley "as someone who
lived life to the fullest"
The Scot Pipers played "Scotland the Brave" as the service concluded; attendees, of the service
processed to Freedlander Theater,
where a collection of photos and
collages created by Risley's fam
ily and friends was displayed

circumstances surrounding her
death: at 12:45 a.m. on July 15, the"
boat in which she was a passenger
collided with another boat travel
ing at approximately 20-2- 5 miles
per hour. It was estimated that the
boats saw each other roughjy 5
seconds before the collision. Risley
was thrown forward and killed
nearly instantly. "Shedidn'tdrown,
and she didn't suffer," her father
said. The Canadian military was
called and her body was recovered
at noon that day.
10-1-

1

College's administration.

KRISTEN DEMALINE

community to the memorial service for Katherine E. Risley 97 in
McGaw Chapel, in which the family and friends of Risley met and
shared remembrances of her life.
Prior t9 sharing stories of his
daughter, John Risley clarified the

I

co-capt- ain

Then-Acti- ng

President R. Stanton Hales
stated in a letter to Council that the
policy would stand due to historical

reasons, one of them being that
Greeks have caused large amounts

of damage to small houses in the
past.
"The largest illegal parties I've
had to break up," said Morse, who is
also a campus security officer, "...
were independent program houses."
He also cited the fact that many
sports teams have houses.
The current IGC representative to
Campus Council, Bill Hubbard '97,
stated that he believes that the small
house statute should be released and
that a group "with a history of responsibility" should be allowed to
have a program house if they so
choose. The Greek members of the
program house would have to do
whatever volunteer program the
house is involved with, in addition
to the volunteer program their club
or section participates in.
Wyche suggested that Morse and
please see COUNCIL, page 3

News'
Forum Series looks to wow campus Council
Page 2

SUSAN WITTSTOCK

1996

will look at the art world as a com-

Ideas about community and the
concept of critical enquiry pervade
the 996 Wooster Forum. Although
a commoa theme no longer binds
the events together. Dean of Faculty
Susan Figge said that the forums
this year provide "a model that students can look at and ask 'What was
the nature of that argument?""
Questions of community are particularly relevant to campus this fall,
because of the inauguration of President Hales and the effect that change
has on Wooster as a community.
Figge. whose office organizes the
forums, said the inauguration of a
new president raises questions such
as "What are the goals of an intellectual community?" The first forum,
a discussion between Gutenberg
Elegies author Sven Birkerts and
Vice President of Educom Carol
Twigg, addressed the impact of technology on this intellectual community.
Lani Cuiner ("Reframing the Affirmative Action Debate". Oct. 14)
"looks at an issue important to the
educational community." said Figge.
Figge said the issue also has an
effect on all kinds of communities
and is "in a more general way a
question of inclusion or exclusion
based on race or gender."
Other forums, according to Figge,
w ill address community in different
ways. The Guerrilla Girls, whose
posters will be on display in Lowry.
1

September 20,

the Faculty. "It creates a sense of
place, it develops community, a basis for sharing and in the end it
becomes the center of campus-wid- e
dialogue."
William ("Life on the Color Line:
Figge feels that there is still a
The True Story of a White Boy Who special connection with the
Discovered He was Black". Oct.2 )
"The forums
will each address personal identity
are continuing to address the issues
with a community. Bill McKibben
that are emerging in seminar sec("Between Fear and Hope: An Entions and are bringing people whose
vironmental History of the Next 50 thinking and thoughts present criti- Years",
Sept.30) will be partially
cal enquiry." Although attendance
looking at the responsibilities of is no longer mandatory for all first-yecommunities to each other.
students, Figge said "I think
The forum events themselves have forum series have been quite well
a way of forming community at attended. I wouldn't call it attenWooster. Figge said a student once dance a significant drop."
commented to her that "the forum
Speakers for the forum are arevery fall tells me what the College
ranged through the Dean of Faculty
thinks is important for me to be . office. The process has been handled
thinking about." James Hodges, prodifferently over the years, Figge
fessor of history, said "They're reexplained. A common method is to
ally a part of a difficult proposition
have a planning committee which
of pulling together a small commuconsults with faculty, particularly
first-yenity with a common topic of intelseminar professors, on
lectual conversation. There have possible speakers and topics. "There
been some events that make the camis'a range of practical issues we
pus really buzz."
can't ignore," said Figge, referring
From 1986 until the fall of 1994
to scheduling and budget difficulthe forum series was associated with ties. Nationally-know- n
speakers can
the first-yeseminar program. All charge up to $50,000 a speech, which
the seminar classes were arranged
would stretch beyond the entire
around a shared theme, and the fosemester's forum budget, Figge said.
rums reflected that theme. The
Although the Wooster Forum in
shared forum experience provided
its current format emerged in 1985,
"the first-yeclass with a common
the concept of bringing the campus
experience," said Yvonne Williams,
together to discuss intellectual isprofessor of black studies and posues dates back to the College's
litical science, and former Dean of

munity and Abraham Verghese
("My Own Country: A Doctor's
Story of a Town and Its People in the
Age of Aids", Nov. 4) and Gregory
1

first-yearseminarprogr-

am.
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continued from page
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Hubbard discuss what specific
changes they would want in the
policy and what they believe Council should do, and state those specific requests in a letter to Campus
Council. Morse and Hubbard agreed
to do so.
The Campus Council meeting of
September 7th brought up another
issue from last year's Council: the
possibility of a Campus Council seat
for Interfaith Council. In the past,
Interfaith Council has been a loose
organization of all of the campus'
religious groups. Last year, IFC
members Joe Allen 97 and Jonathan
Seitz '98 petitioned Council for a
seat. The motion passed Council
and was sent to the President's office for approval. All decisions of
Campus Council must be signed by
the President, or if vetoed, passed
again by a 23 Council majority and
then sent to the board of trustees.
Hales did not approve of the legislation at this time, due in part to the
fact that a new Campus Minister .
would be coming to campus at the
beginning of this year. He felt that
she should be consulted before such
a seat was given.
Campus Minister Linda Morgan-Clemewas present at the September 17th meeting, where she told
Council that IFC has not met yet and
that there may be some restructuring in that organization. "The issue
1

nt

Walsh teaches to learn
LUCIEN HOLMES

photo by Eric Bakken

Betas charity run to the Jake as the Tribe runs with the pennant

Assistant professor Philip Walsh
is attempting to fill some sizable
shoes as he replaces Am Lewis,
longtime art department head and
teacher of architecture. Walsh, who
grew up in Boston, received his
undergraduate degree from Oberlin
in 1982 and .continued his education at Harvard University.
Teaching was essentially in the
blood for Walsh, whose parents
both taught in the city. His path to
the classroom, however, was un
conventional. In his youth, he was
surrounded by all sorts of liberal
disciplines like music and theology
and ud not really consider teach
ing as a career. He dropped out of
high "School, but after passing the
equivalency test, be went tocollege
at Oberlin, where be did not declare
a major until his senior year.
He is an art historian, and he
reflects that "my father would have
been happier if I had been a painter."
At least the past has proven that
there is a good market for success- ful painters, but the youth and size
of the field of art history make it
hard to measure success or to have

long-ter-

m

job security. So Walsh

became a teacher.
Last year, he taught at the University of Delaware. He was
with lecturing "in huge halls
of 250 people, and his search for
work in smaller classrooms led him
to Wooster.
He teaches two courses this semester, one of which is Arri Lewis
fabled architecture class. Walsh says
ofLe wis, "He left a tremedous legacy
for the course. The 30 years he spent
and the huge collection of books he
gathered gave the class a shape and
a face. Walsh draws heavily on'
tangible experiences like visiting
local construction sites, drawing architectural diagrams of dorm rooms,
or having a developer come in to
speak.
"If I'm not learning things while
I'm teaching, I'm not doing my job,
says Walsh. "Students have often
seen monuments I haven't seen and
can show me a perspective I never
realized ... Students are agents of
their own education. The teacher is
not the source of information. Iam
certainly a resource, but college is
where you get intellectual furniture
and you educate yourself.'
--

:

.

;
.
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disappointed

of a religious voice is important...,"
said Clement, "but I'm not sure IFC
is the best vehicle for that." IFC is
currently reassessing its goals, according to Clement, and it was agreed
that the issue should be held over
until IFC decides on its structure
and purpose.
Campus Council has seen some
considerable changes from last year.
Parliamentary procedure is being
used; Wyche is also providing Council members with more information
about each issue before it comes up
for discussion, such as past Council's
minutes, letters of import to the discussion, and a verbal history of the
issue from Wyche himself.

Hey You!
Production assistants
needed for the Voice. If
you are interested in
gaining copy editing or
layout experience, con
tact Aaron atx2598or
stop by Wednesday or
Thursday evening.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail

for
national company! Free

supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushS.A.S.&:

Y M C, SUITE 174
1861 N. FEDERAL BUT
HOLLYWOOD, FT.

33020

Experienced typist with
wordprocessorandlaserjet

printer available to type
andor proofread term

papers, senior thesis, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call
Felicia at (330)364-457- 8

Scott Murphy,
Master
Technician
262-MU-
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Binder bought; Duker to Council
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Forum
continued from page
arguments and spurious correlation
occur when one thing is named as
the cause of another simply because
there is a correlation between them;
like blaming Clinton for the rise in
youth drug use because it happened
during his term.
1

The forum concluded with
Moskowitz, a member of the political science department. He proposed
that the rise of a larger more active
government has led the public, as
well as the media, to expect more
and more from a president. This led
Moskowitz to outline the three factors he thought could make or break
a presidency. The first was personal
traits. A president who could set
priorities, manage the White House,
persuade both the public and political actors, exhibit a wide knowledge
of public issues, and be both pragmatic and flexible, has a good chance
of success. He cited Jimmy Carter
as someone who lacked these qualities and so failed in his office, but
then named Reagan as someone who
lacked all these qualities as well, but
succeeded in office. This indicates

that other factors must be involved.
The second factor in a president's
success was political1 resources,
which is another way of saying the
diversity of tools a candidate has
available to him or her with which to
manipulate the system. He listed
three divisions of resources: election results, party strength, and
policy resources. The third and final factor in the level of success a
president may experience is the part
of the regime cycle during which a
president takes office. Moskowitz
described a regime cycle as the period of time during which certain
'political ideology predominate. In
the beginning of such a cycle it is
easy to take action because excitement and support of the cycle's ideas
are still fresh. The reverse is true for
the end of the cycle. He said this
factor was another reason behind
Carter's failure in the presidency, as
Carter entered office during the
"death row of the New Deal

AARON RUPERT
The Student Government Association, which held its elections last
Monday, September 10th, is beginning to move in full force, forming
committees to
standing and
deal with specific issues. Time was
also spent voting on permission for
binder.
SGA to buy one three-rin- g
SGA held its second weekly meeting on Wednesday, September 8th
at 7 p.m. in Lowry 19.
commitThe creation of
tees dominated most of the meeting,
with committees on laundry, a SGA
web page, and a ride board committee being created. The laundry committee will be looking at extending
dryer times to make them more efficient. The web page committee will
be looking into getting SGA represented on Woolnfo, the college's
webserver. The ride board committee will look for a new home for the
SGA ride board, which needs to be
moved to make room for once-mamailed advertisements. The number
comand philosophy of SGA
mittees has changed somewhat from
years past when there were around
committees at a time.
seven
"We're going to have two or three
committees," said SGA president
e
Steven Penrod '97, "so we'll
things done, as opposed to
having nine committees that get
ad-h-

oc

1

1

ad-h-
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ad-h-

ATTN: ALL HUNGRY STUDENTS
Take a quick ride just down the

hill to:

ad-h-

oc

oc

get-thre-
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"but it was a problem. It seems that
funding applications needed a binder
and one was not available."
The SGA Spirit bus, which in the
past has traveled to Wooster FootStudent' Services and Special ball away games, was also discussed.
Maggie Odle '99, Director of StuProjects. Publicity, and Financial
Action. Security is taking up the dent Services and Special Projects
card key access issue. Last year, due for SGA, plans to have three spirit
to SGA pressure, residential life bus trips to a variety of sports this
agreed to allow dorms to vote semester. They are also looking into
having a speaker on Scottish heriwhether they want a 2 a.m. access
tage to, as Senator Jennifer Buckley
time. While this has been changed
'99 said, "build some spirit for homein official policy, few dorms know
Baby Book
weekend."
coming
about the change. "(Res life," said
Senator Dave Laster '97, "seems to sales have been low, and SGA plans
know nothing about the new policy. to have a table in Lowry to finish the
I think they're dodging a bullet that
sales.
A bit of contention in the committhey don't want to bite." The issue
of parking may also be going to the tee was brought by the announcement that Andy Duker '97 would be
security committee. "We have a sefilling in for Penrod for three Camrious zoning problem," said Senator
pus Council meetings due to IS
Laura Markely '99. Markely addressed the large number of faculty conflicts. Laster asked why a standspaces that go unfilled during the ing member of SGA was not selected for the post. Penrod stated
night; she was under the impression
that students could not park in them that Duker had experience in Camovernight. Advisor to SGA Dean of pus Council and that he would repStudents Kenneth Plusquellec, said resent SGA well.
Brian Friedman, Vice President
that students can park in those spaces
overnight, but must move by 6 a.m. for Academic Affairs for SGA, stated
Laster also brought up a motion a number of faculty committees still
need appointments. See page 15 for
for the Financial Action committee
a listing of committees that are still
a
purchase
to have permission to
three-rin- g
binder. "I'm sorry for the open.
insignificance of the binder issue,"
vote.
said Laster after the

nothing done."
The standing committees were
created at the Sept. 2 meeting. The
standing committees are Security,
Constitution. Educational Affairs,
1
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continued from page
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various

levels,"

Christianson, "but it's a very prestigious program." The only stipula- tions are that the candidates have a
high academic record and "a clear
sense of what they're doing."
The Truman Scholarships are a
bit more narrow in their focus, intended only for "students of high
academic achievement who intend
a career in public service," said
Karen Beckwith, a professor of political science and the contact for
this particular program. The winners receive approximately $30,000
in scholarship support, some for their
senior year, some for
work. Beckwith says the program is
highly prestigious and competitive;
"half a dozen faculty members have
already nominated students for a
deadcompetition whose
line hasn't even been announced
yet." She attributes this popularity
to the dedicated work of the faculty
post-gradua-

NOBODY CAN BEAT US,
DAY OR NIGHT!

1

warned

on-camp-

te

us

committee to identify potential

Truman Scholars, and notes that it
Hales
was one of
special projects while he was still
Vice President of Academic Affairs.
The Truman Scholarships are open
to only the top 25 of the junior
now-Preside-

I HOURS

I

nt

class, who are U.S. citizens.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTREMELY
HOURS... CALL US!

FLEXIBLE
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Beckwith notes that while competition for this program is often fierce,
it is a great jumping ground to other

fellowships; "The nominees from
the college, even those who don't
get one, have succeeded in winning
other prestigious scholarships. We
had one student who went on to win
a Fulbright after being our Truman
nominee."
Profesor of history JohnHondros
is the contact person for the Ohio
Board of Regents GraduateProfessional Fellowship Program, which
is only eligible to those who. are
Ohio citizens and graduates of Ohio
colleges, and who plan to attend an
Ohio graduate school. Wooster's
nominee will be an automatic winner. "If you're a named scholar, you
get the scholarship," Hondros explained, "and we can name one."
The program pays up to $3,500 a
year for two years; yet there were
three nominees last year. "In the
past, we've had eight or nine,"
Hondros noted, and added the nominee must be "close to the top of his
class ... the program does give consideration to minorities."
Professor of English Larry "Sven"
Stewart described the Mellon Fellowship as "a fairly straight graduate fellowship. It pays for the first
year of graduate school for someone
in the Humanities." Stewart notes,
however, that the Mellon Foundation considers such
fields as art history and musicology
to be part of the humanities. The
non-traditio-

nal

student must be a college student or
graduate, entering a program leading to a Ph.D. They cannot be already enrolled in such a program
and they must be U.S. citizens or
permanent residents. The Mellon
pays $13,750 plus tuition and fees, '
so the competition is tough, but "not
impossible." Stewart claimed, adding that Wooster had a Mellon Fellow just two years ago.
Political Science professor Jeff
Lantis is the faculty liaison for the
James Madison Fellowship. While
he does not know whether someone
from Wooster has ever won, he
would like to help anyone to win
one in the future. "The program
offers up to $24,000 for two years of
graduate study for a student completing a masters, looking to teach
American History, Government, or
Social Studies at the secondary
level," Lantis explained. The Madison Fellowship is a national program, but each state may select one
or two fellows.
Other scholarships that Wooster
students are eligible to compete for
(contact
include the Fulbright-Hay- s
Richard Figge) and the Rhodes and
British Marshall Scholarships (contact John Russell). Some of these
scholarships have deadlines as early
as October, so faculty representatives recommend getting to work on
them right away.
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Wooster Insight
You

must be rowdy

you're Greek, right?

Once again, the issue of Greek housing has come before Campus
Council. The point of dispute is that program houses can only be 50
Greek. Any more, and the administration feels (based on historical
circumstances) that Greek house members would indoctrinate the other
house members into Greekdom, scare neighbors with loud and rowdy
parties, and generally cause chaos the likes of which have not been seen
since the Mongol hordes swept across Asia and Eastern Europe. This
housing policy is obviously discriminatory. It states that Greeks are
obviously going to cause trouble, because ... well, they're Greek! This
implies that the Greeks are guilty before they have commited a crime,
judging them by stereotype instead of basing judgment on fact.
This policy needs to be abolished and a new one put in its place. A
program house should be allowed to be more that 50 Greek, if that club
or section has had a record of good standing. While we should relax the
housing policy in this regard, it should be tightened in dealing with damage
and disruption from small houses. While small houses should be given
some trust, justice should be swift and hard if they break that trust. The same
is true with any program house. If damage is excessive, or illegal parties get out
of hand, the program should be dissolved. While this would cause some
disruption, it would at the same time bring the principle of justice and equality
to the housing policy.

tr

LOOK

Future politicos: A call to the field of battle
The presidential election has got the country in a tizzy. People are milling
about, talking saying that Candidate A said this, or Candidate B endorsed
that, or Candidate C is an insane short man with a Napoleon complex. As
usual with election years, there's going to be a lot of debating going around.
This is. of course, healthy for an election year. Needless to say. we of the
Voice have been swept up in this exciting political frenzy.
And the Voice also is happy to see that there is now a College Democrats
organization to balance the College Republicans. We hope that both these
organizations will bring more political awareness and discussion to the
campus community. But we of the Voice believe that political power is not
lost and gained through more awareness, but instead is won in a political
battle in the intellectual arena. So, the Voice would like to invite the College
Democrats and the College Republicans to a debate, to be held in a format
agreed upon by both groups. We believe that this debate will increase
political awareness, and will interest a large segment of the campus
community. May the best party win.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Letters

A different view of the stage . . .
become accustomed to being "invisible, not to mention perceived
as peripheral, to vast numbers of
people in American society, this "invisibility reached altogether new
heights in your recent editorial, "Gel
on board, y'all. published in The
Wooster Voice on Friday, 3 September 1996. The piece to which I
refer mentions nine people on stage
in McGaw Chapel at the time of the
Inauguration of R. Stanton Hales as
the 10th president of The College of
Wooster. How, I wonder, did the
author of this editorial manage not
to see eight trumpet players, a tympanism 56 members of The Wooster
Chorus, and, just to the left of the
stage, some 18 members of the
Wooster Scot Pipe Band bedecked
in traditional Scottish kilts? All of
these people are Wooster students
and they represent a vast cross section of class years, academic majors, geographic distribution, ethnic, national, cultural, economic,
religious and
backgrounds. Moreover, your author
also failed to notice two faculty
members, professors Jack Gallagher,
1

ideas. However, what troubles me
most about the editorial is not that
persons went unnoticed or unrecognized by the writer, but that the
editorial contained errors of fact thus
leading to a serious distortion of the
reality. Of course, the author of the
editorial may prefer that a different
kind of diversity be readily apparent
on such occasions, and that is her
his right. But to suggest that the
more than 90 persons who were on
or near the stage of McGaw Chapel
contributing to this auspicious occasion represent virtually no diversity is indeed a distortion. It seems
to me that the first duty of the scholar
is to be certain of the facts and I
believe that serious journalists must
meet a similar standard with respect
to veracity. I can only hope that the
editorial staff of The Wooster Voice
aspires to such exemplary journalistic integrity and that they share a
common belief that accuracy and
veracity are collectively a sine qua
non which inform and direct all of
their efforts.
John M. Russell,
professor of music

(qte of the Week:

The Wrtourr lime is a newspaper of The College of Wooster community, managed and
produced entirely by students The V. r n published each Friday during Ihe academe school
year, except during examinations and breaks
Opinions expressed herein are nor necessarily those of the student body, faculty, college staff
college admiMMralion. or the '
staff Editorials are written by mcnibcii of the Vince'i
editorial board By lined pieces, column and letters to the editor reflect the opinions of the writer
The Voter encourages all letters to the editor, txtters must be signed and include a telephone
numner. ana tney must ne received by s p m on Tuesday for rnday publication. Electronic
sabrrasuou via
is encouraged The Vinrr reserves the right to hold or edit any letter which
rt receives.
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composer and conductor of a new
work, "Stanfare,commissioned especially for this occasion, and John
Russell, conductor of The Wooster
Chorus. Professor Nancy Ditmer,
director of the Scot Band, while not
present on the stage, certainly contributed to the occasion through her
work with the Pipers. An Inaugural
Committee, chaired by Professor
Raymond McCall of the Departments of English and Theatre, was
responsible for designing the entire
Inaugural Week of activities. The
membership of this committee was
comprised of a diverse group of faculty, both current arjd emeritus, trustees, studerilsadininistralors and
staff with a gender balance that was
nearly 50-5It is frustrating and disappointing
to observe that the author of the
editorial seems to assume that the
only important contribution at such
an observance is the spoken word.
This assumption flies in the face of
the experience of countless persons
throughout history who have found
the universal language of music,
whether sung or played, to be expressive of the most profound and
poignant thoughts, emotions, "and

While it is certainly true that many

of us in the arts have reluctantly
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Wooster voices, falling trees?
You are reading a copy of the
Wooster Voice right now. Think
about that. Think about the implica-tion- s
of the

Chris Sanyk

name

Wooster

Voice: Does Wooster, in fact have a
voice? Or, does it have many voices?
This question I think has at least two
good answers. The first is that it is
plainly obvious that Wooster has
many voices. Wooster is diverse,
with many people of different backgrounds, ideologies, opinions... in
short many different voices. The
other answer is that while there may
be many differing opinions in
Wooster, many or perhaps most of
them are not heard. To put it another
way, and mix metaphors in the bargain, if a person in a crowd speaks,
and no one hears it because the pub-li- c
address system is too loud, does
the falling tree make a sound, or
rather, does it matter?

I do not mean to imply that this is
whose signs may be seen in Lowry
Some may see The Wooster Voice
the fault of The Wooster Voice. The
as that public address system which or whose meetings you might atpeople who write for and run The
tend, the clubs and organizations
is too loud. The person in the audiWooster Voice every week are dedivoices
heard.
their
make
already
is
who
drowned
voice
out
whose
ence
cated, and work hard to make their
What I refer to is mainly informal
may hate the PA speaker for pregroups; those people or groups of voices heard. It is not the responsiventing him from being heard. Howbility or duty of The Wooster Voice
ever, that person also realizes that people who, for whatever reason,
to ensure that all voices are heard.
had different cultural experiences
the PA system is powerful because
What I wish to point
it is capable of making every
out, especially to those
one in the room hear it. At any
whom I mentioned in
Voice
reaches
rate, Wooster' s
to is mainly informal
What
the above paragraph,
any who pick one up and read groups; those people
groups
is that the Wooster
it. Our newspaper is the PA
whatever reason,
people who,
Voice is not a closed
system of my metaphor.
organization. Those of
experiences
Not that I've heard anyone
different
us who are speaking
really complain about this, but
environmental influences which through
that metait seems to me that the voice of
have led them to interesting
phorical PA system do
The Wooster Voice has of late
so because we want to.
become too singular. This may divergent worldviews.
We volunteered and
not be true to a degree, but I
we wrote and we put it
think that it is a valid assessand
got it to you. We may
together
which
influences
ment when.one considers all of the and environmental
be
good people. We
may
or
not
and
interesting
camthem
to
led
have
this
on
groups
many different
I believe
may or may not even be good writdivergent worldviews.
pus whose voices are not widely
that these people, because they are ers, or have good ideas. My point is
heard.
that we did this, because we wanted
few, have often not been heard.
I speak here not of those groups

I refer

had
and

or

of

for

cultural

and

to, and anyone can if they have the
desire. My other point is that if you
are dissatisfied with what you read
in the news, that it does not Speak to
you, that it does not cover all that
you see, be it The Wooster Voice or
the "Wall Street Journal", the fault
is not that of those who are writing.
They are working hard enough. The
fault is of those who are not writing.
So, if you feel as if your voice isn't
being heard, or if you disagree with
the voices you're hearing, keep in
mind that The Wooster Voice, our
PA system, is a tool which anyone
may utilize in order that their voices
be heard even you.

Chris Sanyk is a columnist for
the Voice

Ebert Art leaves students sleepless in Douglass
"Due to bad planning, the 122,000
miles of string! is in three-inclengths, so it's not very useful."
"String. " Monty Python 's Flying
Circus
h

Since I have come back to school,

I've been walking around with big
circles under my eyes. I nod off in
class, and

Sandy Kozera

baraeiy
read

a

wildly interesting book about the
Vietnam War for class. "What's
wrong, Sandy?" my friends ask.
"Too much euchre late at night?" I
can only shake my head and groan,
for it is the Ebert Art.Center which
keeps me from slumber.
I live in Douglass Hall, which is
right across the quad from the construction zone. With forthright
assurity, I can tell those of you who
are not privileged enough to live in
such a location that construction

begins at 7:30 a.m. sharp, five days
a week. I wonder if the construction
workers know that quiet hours are
not over until 8 a.m. Beep! Beep!
Beep! goes the truck. This noise is
uncannily and unfortunately quite
similar to the sound my alarm clock

1

1

the sound of
metal hitting
metal with great
In my
force.
half-awak-

stu-

e

por. I imaeine
men in hard hats
perched on high

little hammers in hand, banging the
large poles into the ground.
I was relieved to find out, when I
talked to an art major, that I was not
the only person disgruntled by the
construction! Because of the construction of Ebert Art Center, art
majors are doing their I.S. projects
S

have access to water. Douglass basement is one of the largest "non-usespaces on campus (i.e., no one
needs to relinquish their room for art
majors to work there). There
were-man-

121496
12796
101996

Douglass was chosen a mere six
weeks before students returned to

place for art stu-

dents a long
time ago, one

with
access

24-ho- ur

and

they are all very tired of thinking
about the l.S. situation. Sure, putting I.S. students into the basement
of a dorm is not ideal. Deciding to
put them there six weeks before
classes started is certainly not the
best situation. But there is really
nothing that can be done about it
now.. Any attempt to move the students at this point would be like
processing cheese.
Planning for the Ebert Art Center
has been going on since 1991. but
.because of budget problems, building was delayed. One would think
five years is plenty of time to tmd
space for art majors doing IS. but
apparently not. There were lots of
ideas for spaces, but for one reason
or another, they all fell through.
Small houses were an option, but all
are being used to house students this
year. Beall Avenue School, which
is now closed, could have been

please see EBERT ART,
page 6

ATTN: math and econ students
financial management opportunities at MEAD
REGISTRATION
DEADLINE

skills:

1896

--

91396

--

1

11196

Recruiters
U.S. MARINE CORPS
September 25 for the Officer Program
OLDE DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
October for Stockbroker Trainees
1

REMEMBER!!

y

places considered, but

R

temporary

plenty of room.
On the other hand, maybe once students get used to the space, which is
much smaller than they are used to,
they will be able to work on IS
without much of a problem. The
overall impression that I received
in talking toseveral people involved
with the art department, was that

d"

a.m. location TBA

TEST DATE

GRE
LSAT
GMAT

Equipment was moved into the
weeks before classes began. This certainly gave
the students no time to protest: "Welcome to your
senior year. Here 's a key to the hole in the ground
where you '11 be painting."

with

ladders

Grad School Test Dates
TEST

CLANG!

lounge. Since the Ebert Art Center
is causing so much of a ruckus. I
thought perhaps I should find out a
little more about this.
The primary goals in finding space
for the art majors were that they all
be in the same place, and that they

CLANG! goes

CAREER
Applying to Law School
Tuesday, September 24

CLANG!

makes.

campus. Equipment was moved
into the basement only two weeks
' before classes began.
This certainly gave the students no time to
protest: "Welcome to your senior
year. Here's a key to the hole in the
ground where you'll be painting."
Perhaps the College should have
taken the time
and the effort to
find a practical
basement only two

in what used to be our television

DEADLINE FOR THE RESUME REFERRAL SERVICE IS OCTOBER

BSBA business
excellent analytical skills

--

good communication skills

--

ability to travel

--

must be willing to relocate

50-8- 0

submit resume to Career Services by Sept. 24
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Penrod decision questioned

Ebert Art

Many people like Co joke about
the Student Government Association, and thus far this year, they have
had plenty of reason to do so. The
group has only met formally twice,
but at both meetings, problems have
come up that simply cannot be overlooked.
The main issues at hand pertain to
SGA's relationship with Campus
Council. Campus Council is made
up of three members of the Administration, five members of the College faculty , and at least eleven
the student body, each representing various groups of
the campus Aside
the
mem-bers-

community;

including the

Black Student Asso-- c
i a t i o n
(BSA). Student Activi-

ties

of

from

3-- C,

fact that the

"

ly

ab-enc-

e.

So what am I to do about my lack
about it. The next time I am awakened at 7:30 by construction, I will
simply put on my robe and trek
across the quad to tell the construction people that I am unhappy. Certainly, that will make everything all
better.
j
Sandy Kozera is a columnist
for the Voice

I

Sr.,

I

or

memberat
large..."
N o

only does

Campus

Board

Vice-Presi-Je- nt

something obviously went wrong
somewhere. Admittedly, housing
was tight this year, but we knew that
last year. We also knew last year
that Douglass was the only place
with space large enough to fit the art
majors. Where is the gap between
all this knowledge .'i, I s;x weeks
before school starn '.when 'he final
decision was made?

:

'S7f

(not one person) must chose a re
placement, but the onsntution of
the Student Government Associa
tion states the following in Article
2, Section 2:
"Senate shall have the power to
initiate recommendations and ac
tions, and the power to approve or
disapprove all SGA appointees,

recommendations, and action

"

What happened at this week's meet
ing was that Penrod acted on behalf
of the Student Government Association, without its approval, in the
appointment of a
member to an esteemed position on Campus Council to represent SGA and
its interests. Many people arc just
confused and upset, but I am outraged that an elected official of the
student body would have the audacity to try to pull such a stunt.
SGA has the potential to do a lot
of good things for the residents of
this campus, but until the cabinet
and especially the President gets
the facts straight. I am saddened to
say that SGA may continue to be a
mute organization that rarely gets
much accomplished.
non-SG-

A

v'

IBs

comfort made in england

The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
1997 Essay Contest
Eligibility:

Full-tim-

e

junior and senior undergraduates

Deadline: January 17, 1997
First Prize: $5000
Second Prize: $2500
Third Prize: $1500

for application

information, contact the Voice office

Dr. Martens.

The lop. Always have heeit

J

Always will be. why? No hype.

There's no

need

Put Ihem

on

jrxl you kntmt. the best kMthers.
Airushioned sole. CraTtsmanshfx
UaJe in England. Made lo lasL

-- '

1996

of sleep? I've thought long and hard

I

Council say
that the

ternational Student Association

one's fault in particular, but

pired term ...by the Studen

senator!

(ISA). Three members-at-larg- e
are
voted on by the student body every
year, and one of them is chosen to be
the chairman.
SG A is the onh campus organization that has two members on the
Council, and they are the President.
Steve Pennd. and the
for Student Affairs. Amer
Malik. At the vcrv end of this week's
neeting. Penrod told" the general
that he would be unable to
attend the Campus Council meetings for the next three weeks, and
had taken it upon himself to appoint
omeone to fill in during his
It was believed by the President that the sole responsibility of
appointing a replacement lay on his
shoulders. He had every body in SGA
vliev ing that he was right, but I felt
that it needed to be looked into,
especially because the person who
Penrod appointed IS NOT EVEN
IN SGA! How can someone represent a group when he isn't even in
the group he is representing? Aside
irom the fact that the person is not
.urrently in SG Ai he has not had any

it is no

Gouernment Association to replace
a studen t
government

person is not currently in
SGA, but he has not had any
experience working either as
a cabinet member or as a

(SAB), Inter- Greek Council (IGC).The Wooster
Volunteer Network ( WVN) and In-

x-emb-

experience workingeilherasacabi-ne- t
member or as a senator!
After pursuing the issue and discussing it wjth a number of senators and the Chairman of Campus
Council, I found that the Scot's
Key held the answer I was looking
Memfor. On page 50, Section
bership (of Campus Council). I
quote:
If a vacancy shall occur on the
Council, such vacancy shall be
filled by appointment for the unex

continued from page 5
but not rented out for the few years
it will take to finish the art center.
Regardless, someone should have
taken the time to make the art majors space a priority. No place to
put them but Douglass? Fine. But at
least let them know that they will be
there before they go home for the
summer. The lateness of this decision reeks of bad planning. Perhaps

'September 20,

Freedlander's
125 W. Liberty St.
Downtown Wooster
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Praising
holidays
Celebrating
Year:
Happy New
the Jewish
God the
Gospel way

Shanah Tovah! We wish you a
sweet New Year! What? A new
year? It'snot December or January!
Although it is not the typical new
year time, many Jews around the
world are celebrating their own new
year. This year, the High Holiday
season began on September 3 with
the holiday of Rosh Hashanah. Rosh
Hashanah falls on the first and second day of the Hebrew month Tishri,
which falls somewhere between late
August and early October. (Since
the Jewish year is based on a lunar
calendar, the dates of all Jewish
Holidays change from year to year.)
What is Rosh Hashanah? Translated, it means "head of the year."
Yet, our celebration is vastly different than the new year that most of us
are familiar with. Instead of watching the ball drop with Dick Clark,
drinking champagne, and listening
to Ace of Base while dancing into
the night with our loved ones, we
watch our Rabbi sermonize about
Jewish history and culture, eat apples
and honey, and hear the sounds of
the Shofar with our beloved family.
1

old-fashion-

pray to god for forgiveness. Fasting
is our sacrifice to G-- d to beg for
redemption.
On the day of Yom Kippur, we
gather with our loved ones and break
the fast as the sun goes down. We
remember to be kind, generous, and
just in the new year.
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
are wonderful holidays to observe
at home. Our parents, siblings, and
extended family members play a
large role in the meaning of these
holidays. Coming to The College of
Wooster meant being away from
our families. Luckily, this transition
has been made easier because of the
extended, Jewish family we have
found here. Our friends in Hillel
have provided us with unending
support in dealing with being away
from our families. Peter Pozefsky
has served as our brother, friend,
and confident, while Sam and Esther
Root have become our Mom and
Dad in Wooster. It would be impossible to thank everybody enough for
the love that they have given us in
the past three years. This may seem
like a strange place to end an article,
but this is the epitome of the Jewish
holidays: our wonderful family.

meal, which is, no doubt, the best
part of the holiday! We sit down at
the table, put the napkin on our lap,
pick up that piece of Challah, but
Mom screeches, "No, not yet, we
have to do the MotzL" That's right,
folks, Jews do have a prayer for
everything. When we are finally allowed to eat, we stuff our faces with
brisket and noodle pudding. And for
dessert, we eat apples and honey to
signify the sweetness of the new year.

Believe it or not, this is actually a
great deal of fun!
Rosh Hashanah is not only known
as the New Year, but is also known
as the Day of Remembrance. In celebrating the start of our year, we
look back on the history of the Jewish people. The Jews, like many
other world religions and cultures,
believe that we can only move into
the future by remembering and interpreting the past. G-- d decides our
future by inscribing us in the Book
of Life. The Book of Life is the
symbol of whether we will live or
die in the coming year.
In synagogue, we read the Torah
and Haftorah (The Hebrew Bible),
pray for the State of Israel, and sing
the Avinu Malkaynu (Our Father,
Our King, be gracious and answer
us, for we have little merit. Treat us
generously and with kindness, and
be our help.) The end of the day is
always signified by the sounds of
the Shofar, the ram's horn.
So, we have prayed, remembered
and sung until they turn the lights
off in the temple. We kiss our family
and friends and wish them a happy
new year, and we then head home
Jewish
for a good

RACHEL FREEMAN
GREGORY LICHT

The week that follows Rosh
Hashanah leads up to the most religious day in the Jewish year, Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement.
During this week, we review our
past year, make goals for the future,
and pray that our family and friends
have a happy and healthy year. Once
we reach Yom Kippur, the conclusion of the High Holiday period, the
Book of Life is closed. On this day,
we repent for the sins that we have
committed during the past year.
Yom Kippur begins this Sunday
evening with Kol Nidre; this service
is named for the song. Kol Nidre is
sung three times on the eve of Yom
Kippur to help Jews reflect on their
transgressions. As we hear the
sounds of this powerful music, we

ed
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Robillard
continues his
search for God in
the churches of
Rural Ohio
KARL ROBILLARD
Part two of the series, iiy&hich
spirithe author, a
tual "searcher, " profiles various
churches and communities offaith
available to Wooster students.
self-describ- d

Last Sunday morning, stillness
permeated every nook and cranny
of the campus from Andrews to
Luce, enveloping the campus in an
eerie silence. With the exception of
pants hanging
a few
from some windows, several unclaimed soiled socks mashed into
the wet grass, and an unusual amount
of cigarette butts littering the temporary Bacchanaliabus stop outside
of The Shack, the campus was as.
lifeless as the Sahara Desert. As for
the students, most of them were
planted face down on their pillows,
wondering what exactly had happened amid the blaring music and
d
festivities at Beck's
camp ground the night before.
But for the congregation at the Four
Square Gospel Church, this particular
Sunday morning was another energetic, spiritual opportunity to worship, to beseech and to behold God in
his glorious Kingdom on earth. I then
had a chance to see life at both extremes, faci ng the murmur of our sleep-in- g
campus, as well as the shouting,
clapping, swaying community at the
Four Square Gospel Church.
As I pulled into the parking lot and
glanced at the square brick building. I
first thought I had misread the directions and was attempting to worship
at a bank, rather than the Gospel
Church. But as I rounded the corner
h
towards what looked like a
Mac machine. I saw in large,
white, block letters, "Jesus Christ,
The Same Yesterday, Today and Forever." Eliminating the prospect that
in my tired stupor I had driven the
wrong way, I cautiously approached
the entrance to the church.
Wary of what sort of welcome
was in store for me, I tried to be as
inconspicuous as possible, peering
through the dark windows and then
quietly entering into the building.
But to my dismay, my presence as a
stranger was noticed immediately-- .
please see ROBILLARD SINGS,
CLAPS AND SWAYS AT THE
page 8
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Lust for a Pink Cadillac: Mingling with the Mary Kay elite
ERIC BAKKEN
It better be good. There's a lotta
women in this room and we can get
pretty mad ... And we can be pretty
.nice too. Whew. I give the women
looking at me a sheepishly confident smile. They know I am covering this event for the newspaper,
and they w ant it to be good. Heather
Carlson, Executive Senior Sales
Representative stands at the podium
and cries out "Let's give our guests
another whooping round of applause!" There are about 59 women
in the room. 60 people in total.
Scribbled in my note pad are the
words. "I'm the only guy here." So
w hat is the Voice Photo Editor doing in a conference room of the
Akron Sheraton, being introduced
tolhis group of enterprising women,
all of them Sales Representatives
for the Mary Kay Cosmetics Company?
Karrie Karpinski '99 walked into
the Voice office a week ago and
managed to choke out. through convulsions of laughter, "I won! won
the Mary Kay makeover'." And so
she had. La'er that evening, upon
returning to my room, my roommate informed me. "Deb Winkler
called. You won that Mary Kay thing
you entered at Friendly's."
Deb was a bit flustered when she
called the next day. I guess she hadn't
expected a male to sign up for the
drawing. "We do have a line of
men's products ... I could send you
a nice assortment of shaving cream
and moisturizers." She paused, adding. "I'm taking Karrie to guest night
on Tuesday, but that's for the whole
I interrupted, because I
evening
really didn't want her to send me a
bunch of cleansers and moisturizers

that I would never use. But the
mystique of Mary Kay, whose name
I have known since childhood, and
my Grandma's stories of her friends
and their pink Cadillacs intrigued
me.
I had all kinds of ideas of what I
was getting into going through my
head. What could be less exciting
than a bunch of women putting on
makeup and hearing sales pitches?
Plenty, and that is perhaps why so
many women choose to sell Mary
Kay. This is not a normal, everyday
business meeting. There are power
blazers. The red jackets signify
middle management, and Heather
wears a fuschia blazer which marks
her as a Unit Director. There are
sales figures to report, but no balance sheets or profitloss statements.
It is not your usual business meeting, but they are doing excellent
business.
We begin with introductions of
the sales associates!
"My-- name is Deb Winkler, of
Heather Carlson's Dream Team on
momentum, 200
a million-dollstrong! We hear this catch phrase
d
times as each sales rep shares
her good news of the week: "I
booked three facials and had $ 80
in sales this week."
Heather runs the meeting with
precision, ensuring that each woman
gets a liberal round of applause for
her success.
I am overwhelmed by the enthusiasm and energy in the room. Each
of these women has made a commitment first to God and second to
family, but then to Mary Kay. They
are their own bosses, controlling
their own success. And success
many of them enjoy. As I walked
through the parking lot, I spied one
ar

20-od-

photo by Eric Bakken

Mary Kay works its magic on Karrie Karpinski '99

1

woman's Pink Cadillac, which I later
found out was her eighth free car in
an
year career with Mary Kay.
There's money in makeup, and I
find myself pondering career options, asking Deb if she knows any
1 1 --

male sales reps.
After introductions, 29 women
and I seat ourselves around a table.
Heather is opposite me, and sales
reps go through training on the other
side of the room. Arrayed in front of
makeup mirrors and assorted
creams, sponges, mascara brushes
us-ar-

e

and lipsticks. Correction. In front
of the women are creams, sponges,
mascara brushes, and lipsticks. All
I get is a little bar of soap, a bottle of
toner and a tube of moisturizer. But
oh, how wonderful my skin feels
after this three step treatment, even
without the green mud mask which
I see the others putting on.
As I watch the women go through
p
the last two steps of the
min10
another
process,
care
basic
utes of work, I decide that I have
probably gotten the better end of the
five-ste-

bargain.
I'm not a big fan of makeup, but I
left this meeting feeling like I could
sell the next person I met the basic
care package for $60.00 even. I'm
not sure you will see me parking my
pink Cadillac El Dorado in Holden
next year, but the opportunity is
there. I could be a consultant in two
weeks and be well on my way to
being a member of Heather
Carlson's Dream Team, Million
Dollar Momentum. 'Cause hey, it
all starts with a facial.

Robillard sings, claps and sways at the Four Square
continued from page 7
Before I even made it into the small
sanctuary, I was approached by several members who eagerly grasped
my hand and began a round of questioning as to who I was and where I
was coming from. I found myself
unable to reveal my true identity as
a roaming religious vagabond in
search of. God and of an attentive
collegiate reading audience. Instead,
I returned theirsmiles,expressing my
pseudo-intere-st
in becoming a member of their church community.
Sensing my growing anticipation,
an usher quickly put my mind at
ease by thrusting literature into my
hands, explaining in detail the beliefs of this particular denomination. Contrary to several Wooster
students opinions, the Four Square
Gospel Church is not an arena for
thechildhfKHJ ball game: its name is

a derivation from four fundamental
messages of the Bible: Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, is 1) Mankind's
Only Savior 2) Baptizer with the
Holy Spirit 3) Healer of all human
affliction and 4) King of Kings
coming again to reign.
I felt bewildered, fumbling my
way past the confusion at the door of
the sanctuary and darting for the
comfort of a back row seat. With
slow progress, coaxed by a synthe-

sized, inspirational melody that
flowed through the room, the congregation began to assemble for the

call to worship.

Maneuvering

around the sanctuary like a well- oiled machine, the ushers began to
close all the doors in the window-les- s
room, cutting off all ties to the
outside world and creating a
vessel of spiritual purity. A
man appearing to be in his
proclaimed in a strong voice
leak-pro-

of

mid-thirti-

es

into his microphone, "Praise the
Lord." A series of amens echoed
throughout the sanctuary and the
service began.
Unlike the gradual buildup of action at the First Presbyterian Church,
the congregation wasted no time in
getting things rolling. Two women
seated at keyboards with attached
headsets, led a lively selection of
tunes, inspiring people to rise to the

occasion, singing, dancing and
swaying to the beat.. Paralyzed by
the fear of this blatant display of
emotion at such an early hour, my
motionless figure was in stark contrast to the majority of waving, clapping, boisterous worshippers.
As the service continued, the
congregation's emotions began to
run wild. Coaxing the audience into
a spiritual trance, the breathless
preacher del i vered a sermon the I i kes
of which I had never heard before.

Pastor Stephen Reed, alive with the
Holy Spirit, began raving about the
Lord's power in our daily lives, condemning those people who live to
fulfill their own selfish desires, encouraging his listeners to behold
God and allow him to unlock the
dark prisons of their lives. Jumping
up and down, demonstrating to the
audience the Devil's rightful place
in our lives, his frenzy of emotion
sent an ecstatic woman into spiritual convulsions, forcing nearby
worshippers to grab her flailing body
to avoid bodily harm. Amidst the
waving hands and rising voices of
the pulsing audience, my fear turned
to disbelief as I watched this genuine, unrestricted display of faith.
One hour and 45 minutes af ter the
call to worship, the service came to
an end. The people slowly drifted
back to earth and the wooden double
doors were reopened. The wind

blew gusts of crisp fall air into the
room, reestablishing my presence
in Ohio. Completely drained of all
energy, I headed" for the door, declining offers by the congregation
to remain in the sanctuary for a
special birthday celebration for Pastor Reed. As I began the drive
home, back to the familiar sights of
Lowry Brunch and IS study carrels,
it occurred to me how much diversity I lack in various styles of spiritual worship.
For all those people that have not
ventured outside of the traditional
styles of worship, I urge you to
attend one of Wooster" s apostolic,
Pentecostal churches. Perhaps your
image of a typical Sunday morning,
like mine, will be shattered, forcing
you to pick up the metaphoric shards
of glass that previously enclosed you
in an academically spiritual ivory
tower.
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The best party, the worst rap of the year: Bacchanalia
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SARAH DEBACHER

on-cam-p-

They're typical responses:
"Baccha-who?,-

"

"Baccha-you-

r

"Baccha-what?,-

"

mom!," but if you

haven't added Bacchanalia to your'
Wooster vocabulary as of yet, either
you haven't had your head on
straight or you lost it at the party.
Let me clear the haze for you. Baca
chanalia:
party honoring Bacchus, the god of
wine and spirits. Bacchanalia ain't
no ordinary bash. As one of my
good friends said, Bacchanalia is
"pretty much the best night in
Wooster." Never mind that this
friend is a Crandell and that, well, I
am too. A party is a party is a party,
but Bacchanalia is a party with a
capital P. Where else can you hang
with 1,000 of your best friends,
united by the common mentality:
"Tonight, I don't give a ..."
Like an unofficial Wooster holiday, Bacch attendees haven't been
giving a $&! one night each year
for a long time now. Bacchanalia is
no new rave scene to Wooster. According to Crandell words of (big)
mouths, we know that it has been
held at Beck's Campground for the
past 10 years, but before that, it's a
blur. In the typical Crandell
(disorganized fashion, there are no
official written documents dating
Bacch, although reunion questionnaires in the alumni office make
mention of it as early as 1976.
Clearly, or not so, Bacch has come a
long way (baby).
And we Crandells pride ourselves
tradition of
in this
partying. The administration, however, condemns Bacch as a chronic
problem. And whocan blame them?
We're having
(bock'-uh-nail'-ee-u-

us

protestations (we need a beer).
Yup, there's a helluva lot of beer
served at Bacchanalia 50 kegs, to
be exact, but Crandell does hire an
official security guard who checks
IDs at the front gate. Never mind
that he gives about two shakes

one of us who couldn't hold down
water the next day. Contrary to
what the administration may think,
though, Crandell does not force beer
down the throats of Bacch attendees. "Alternative beverages" are
served, and there are other things to

h)

ng

sponsible-job-

the-fun-they-used-to-have-but-can't-anymore-because-they're-re-

long-standi-

stance and forbidding any
advertising, ticket sales, or written appearance of the word Bacchanalia anywhere on campus other than
physically planted on our bodies. In
the annual "we wish you wouldn't
do this, but since you're going to

holding-adultEach year, the
presidents of Crandell, currently Jill
Bartholomew '97 and Jamie Stover
'98, receive a letter from Dean of
Students Ken Plusquellec, reiterating the administration's
s.

anti-Bac-

ch

which is why Crandells push ticket
so forcefully. But, thanks
including
to this year's
over 35 recent and
alumni, there was nary a down face
at Bacchanalia. As a returning
former Woosterite said, Bacchanalia is "pretty much the best night in
Wooster", fit for an unofficial
alumni reunion, an engagement announcement (Rose Truby '94 and
Bobby Sharff '93), and fun for the
masses.
But don't think it didn't take
some work. Bacchanalia planning
begins months in advance, with
the majority of the work taken care
of by Crandells who remain in
Wooster for the summer. It's not
just buying a few kegs and plastic
cups, either. It means getting a
liquor license, a food license, renting a stage, sound equipment, a
charter bus, three power generators, light fixtures, and tents. It
means taking care of every last
detail down to the
although most of us frequented the
woods for our bladder relief anyway. It means motivating a group
of 25 slackers to get up early after
Friday night and drive stakes into
the ground, set up trash cans, haul
firewood, entertain band members,
and keep our brains intact when it's
work shift.
time for our four-hoBacch is work, believe it or not.
And unpaid work, at that: this year's
grand total came to $9,000. a price
tag only barely cut even, according
to Crandell treasurer, Michelle
Hester '97. But the real benefits
reaped can't be measured, unless fun
with your friends has monetary value.
So, call it what you want an
arena of drunken, stumbling,
Gen Xers. I call Bacchanalia Wooster's best party of the year.
It's every student's chance to romp
in the playground for us folks stuck
in the purgatory between childhood
and the Real World. So sorry if you
skinned your knee, but ain't nothin'
but fun can heal a college kid's
wounds.
pre-sal-

es

die-hard-

s,

not-so-rece-

port-a-pottie-

anyway" letter, the administration
effectively absolves the College of
any and all liability for the party.
Although this may seem strictly an
intelligent legal move, ( if anything
bad were to happen, the blame would
be off the College's shoulders) they
are also pumped prime with pseudo-parentadministrative protective-nesunderage drinking (not to mention smoking, drugs and sex) is,
after all, AGAINSTTHE LAW, and
therefore, WRONG, right? In Dean
Plusquellec's words, "the nature of
the event and the large amounts of
beer which are available leads attendees to believe that drinking to
excess is acceptable despite protestations which indicate otherwise."
Someone should remind us, as well
as the professors who came, whose
names I won't mention, of those
al
s:

whether or not you really aree 2 ;
he does the official checking which
is, for law's sake and for ours, good
enough. Those marked under 21 get
on the hand, deem-in- g
the nasty
them unservable by those
Crandells who can either see well
enough or break the norm by giving
about who does or doesn't
a
drink. Let's face it, folks, were we
not all drinking at Bacch, we probably would have been doing it elsewhere Beer is to us college stuwas to us when
dents what Kool-Ai- d
we were little. And hasn't authority
bit?
learned that
Try and tell us what we can't have,
can't do, and where we can't go...
We'll be doing it there with the
forbidden fruit shortly.
For real, though, excessive drinking can be a bad thing. Just ask any
1

X-bra-

nd

reverse-psycholo-

gy

do (drugs, for example). No, really,
besides substances, a true Baccher
can revel in nature (this year's mud
and cold rain), dance to live bands
(with three naked people), or sit
around a friendly campfire (or blazing wooden structure). There's
plenty of stuff to do besides drink.
We choose to let you make your
own decisions. You can do that,
can't you? Tell that to our
administrative parents, who
seem to have
in their liability-fear- s
forgotten that we students do have
minds of our own.
This year, over ,000 people had
the mind to party. Despite the incessant rain and cold, all the folks I
fun.
talked to had genuine grade-Crandells, themselves, were a bit
chagrined by the weather. Mother
Nature has the potential to screw us.
tsk-tski- ng
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Student Credit Services

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $ 1 0,000 Within Days !
No

Credit

No

Job

Ro Parent-- Si

6rer
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Security Deposit!

no credit bad credit no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive

Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

I

P.O. Box 220645
FL 33022

want Credit Cards immediately. Hollywood

1004

GUARANTEED!

Name.
Address.
City.

State
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Signature.
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Renewing my Religion
Send in the Pianist
"New Adventures" R.E.M. explores
Clowns!
Christopher itsOnspiritual
side
Don 't Throw Shoes to Ungerer to
perform for the
masses on Friday;
recital
give
college administration
RYAN MURREY

"It's an R.E.M. album."

I said when Nat. Weekend!
editor, asked me about the new R.E.M. album.
"That's what you said about Monster, too."
he said.
And it's true. That's what I said about
Monster, too. It's always taken me awhile to
get used to a new R.E.M. album. In the eighth
grade, when my best friend told me that I had
to listen to this new album he bought, which
was "Green." I took it home, listened to it, and
thought it stunk. The songs were like nothing
that I had been exposed to ... no guitar solos,
lyrics that when intelligible had nothing to do
with girts and problems therewith, and perhaps most importantly, the lead singer had the
most nasal voice that I had ever heard recorded. But I kept listening to it, and eventually it grew on me. So much in fact, that I
bought everything that R.E.M. ever recorded.
So I'm glad I didn't write this review last

That's what

fearful of

NEWS SERVICES

consequences
NAT MISSILDINE

Back from iheir European tour, which included an audience with the Pope and a live
recorded show at the Acropolis, Don't Throw
Shoes is ready for another season as Wooster's
premier comedy troupe. Their first show of
the year will begin promptly at 8:30 tonight.
Friday. Sept. 20. and will be held in Luce
Multipurpose Retn.
I caught up withihe Shoes this week during
one of their rehearsals. Not five minutes into
the thing and I was greeted with a heartwarming hug and an unashamed "I Love You"
from Shoes member Bill Dewar '98. Matthew Sparks '98 then joined in. "And I love
you. too.
After I basked in the warm, fuzzy glow that
filled the room, the rest of the members introduced themselves. Justin Milgrim '97 is a
political science major and the oldest member
of the group. Chris "Sweets' Wright '98 is a
sociology major, Anthony Williams 98 is an
anthropology major, and Sally Thelen "98 is
an English major. "Sally's the only female
member of the group ... at least as far as we
know. says Milgrim. Dewar and Sparks are
both art majors. Sparks was also quick to note
that Dewar is "related to Barry Manilow.
"The group is a lot more experienced this
year. says Wright of the differences from last
year's troupe. Then, before I was able to dot
the "i" on "experienced.' the group commenced rehearsal by jumping instantly into
of an
their places for a quick
improv bit.
Wright later said "Shoes wants to be more
educational this year and also tackle social
issues." as he pulled his shirt over his head.
"Kind of like the Discovery Channel." Dewar
smiled.
Sparks then informed me that NBC is talking with the Shoes about a pilot. "We're
going for the prime spot right after Seinfeld at
9:30. added Milgrim. Milgrim went on to
say that Second City is coming to see their
show, but unfortunately arc a few weeks off.
Tall talcs aside, the group is looking for
some new funny personalities. Tryouts for
Don't Throw Shoes will be held next Tuesday. Sept. 24th. in Lean Lecture Room. Shoe
hopefuls should bring an anecdote or funny
story.
Thelen wanted to he sure to id the campus
that their show is free. "If people have to give
us money. I suppose we'll take it." she said.
I'm not entirely certain what I learned from
my interview with Wmster's finest comedy
trotpe. To me they will always remain an
enigma. .If you want to really know what
Don't Throw Shoes are all about, come to the
show loniL'lil
run-throu-

gh

I

Pianist Christopher Ungerer, a Wooster
native, will present a recital on Friday, Sept.
20. at The College of Wooster.
His performance, which is free and open to
the public, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Scheide Music Center's Gault Recital Hall.

The evening's program will include
Beethoven's "Sonata in D major," op. 1 0, no.3;
minor," op.23;
Chopin's "Nocturne in
and Schumann's "Carnival," op. 9.
C-sha-

rp

Ungerer is the pianist at the First Presbyterian Church of Pittsburgh and has given concerts in Pennsylvania, Ohio and the New
England states. He has also played the piano
for the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre and the Pittsburgh Dance Alloy'. He has received top
awards at several local and national music
competitions.
In 993. Ungerer made his orchestral debut
performing Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy" and
during a
Liszt's Piano Concerto in
benefit concert for the Pittsburgh Recovery
Center.
Most recently. Ungerer was the featured
soloist in the world premiere of "In This
d
Time" by the Moose Project, a
modern ballet troupe. In addition, he
collaborated with the Moose Project for the
New Year's Eve party that was part of the first
1

E-fl-

week, because I would have said that this is
the worst R.E.M. album ever released, and
that the old boys should give it up. Time is
always the best test for music, and now that
I've had some time to actually sit down and
leave it in my CD player, it's grown on me.
is R.E.M.'s
"New Adventures in
ninth album, (number zero if you count the
way R.E.M. does). It starts off with "How the
West Was Won and Where It Got Us." a
sobering discussion of how Americans stole
the West and now use it as basically a dump.
This issue of the decline of the West was last
brought up by R.E.M in "I Remember California" off of "Green." Michael Stipe seems
to have give this issue a little more thought
this time around, but the result is still the same
..."Just add water, stir in lime."
Michael Stipe's lyrics continually get better through time. He's moved away from the
Hi-F-

please see R.E.M. GOES SPIRITUAL,
page

1 1

You would

at

to create

world-renowne-

i"

like

night Pittsburgh '96 celebration at the
Benedum Center.
Ungerer is a student of the famed concert
artist and teacher Eunice Norton.
1996-9- 7

Wayne Center for the Arts

Chamber Music Series
Hecht & Shapiro
October 13. 1996
The Emerson String Quartet
November 3. 1996
Talich String Quartet
January 19, 1997

Solaris Wind Quartet with
Anne Epperson

Macintosh.

More

Colorado String Quartet v
March 16. 1997

Julliard String Quartet
APril L l??Z
All programs will be at 3:0() p.m., at
Wayne Center for the Arts, located at

"leave .your mark

Walnut St. School. 237 South Walnut St..
Wooster, Ohio.
Tjcktl prices: generaladmission, $7.50
senior citizens and students, $6.00

versatile than ever.

We don't know what you're thinking. Thafs why we make Macintosh
computers so versatile. With word processing, to help you express
yourself. With cutting-edg-e
multimedia, to help you create. And easy
Internet access, to help you explore. So how do you get started? Just
visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac?

February 16, 1997
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R.E.M. goes spiritual
continued from page 10
blurred and obscured murmuring of
nonsense to up front and personal
communication. One gets the sense
that this once shy boy who used to
perform with the lights out is now
tugging on our shirts voraciously
trying to inform us that he really has
something important to say or at
least has thought of the best way to
say it. "Listen, this is now, this is
here, this is me, this is what I wanted
you to see," Stipe exclaims in "So
Numb. So Fast."
And what does Stipe want us to
listen to? "I can't say that I love
Jesus, that would be a hollow claim
He did make some observations,
and I'm quoting the today (Call Me
Stipe, it seems, is
Leper
religion again.
his
find
to
trying
Combining the water theme of
I992's "Automatic for the People"
and this new theme of religion, we
0:0-31)- ."

get "Undertow," a hymn of the reluctant Jesus: "This is not my time,
sister, it is cold in heaven, and I'm
not sprouting wings (0:32-42)One thing R.E.M. has done extremely well in the past and continues to do well to this day is save the
best for last. With each album, the
last song always seems to be a personal offering by Stipe, a love letter
of sorts. In "Electrolite," Stipe sings
"You are the star tonight, you shine
electric outta sight."
After riling the masses, getting us
thinking about religion, pissed about
the treatment of the environment,
and disturbing us with thoughts of
conservative politics. "Electrolite"
has a soothing effect, a lullaby. "I'm
not scared." he sings, reassuring us
that it will be all better in the morning followed by "I'm outta here,"
sung without the rest of the band, to
signify that the conversation is over.
And now, I'm outta here too.
."

photo courtesy of S A B.

The S.W.A.M.M.P. Band plays Saturday's Party on the Green, relocated this year to Amington Quad.

Fall Fashion tips and trends for the wardrobe challenged
Buffy and Jesse tell the campus community how to be stylish and swank
BUFFY LUNDGREN

JESSE LARSON
Fall fell, and we thought it was
high time to deliver another installation of your fashion guide. Since
our last article, George has become
a fashion elitist and transcended to a
higher fashion level. I. Buffy, am
still here to enlighten the masses as
to what it means to be
and have enlisted the help of one
Jesse Larson for this assignment.
Note to the reader, Jesse is definitely an amateur in the fashion circuit, and he will readily admit it, yet
he has accepted his apprenticeship
gracefully. So without further ado,
let us begin.
To start with we decided to compile a list of the major fall fashion
well-dress-

ed

faux pas:

. Avoid at all costs any type of
baseball cap, especially those with
sport team names or logos. You are
not on the team, and at this point you
probably never will be.
2. Take off those damn pleated
chinos pants! You're notaGap model.
3. If you're not playing sports,
why wear the Reeboks seven days a
1

L
M
mmK-tOUmtl6iat-

week? I shouldn't have to say that
they are not attractive shoes.
4. Have you ever heard the word
"overkill?" Wooster socks, Woostcr

boxers, Wooster

sweatpants.

Wooster suspendWooster
ers. Wooster caps (in reference to the
baseball caps, sec item I of this list).
Wooster necklaceID holders ....
5: And for all those December
miniskirt-wearerwe assume you
have legs (or some type of leg prosthetic) if you are somewhat mobile
on foot. There's no need to risk
being admitted to Hygeia for severe
frostbite treatment. I do applaud
you for you fashion dedication, but
please, for God's sake, be reasonable.
6. We are all thankful that the
"Big Johnson" shirts are slowly but
of existence.
surely being phased-ou- t
They are extremely cheesy (we're
talking processed Velveeta), and not
to mention they are a wee bit sexist.
Now that we've cleared our minds
of those fashion unpleasantries, we
d
can move on to the
Fall fashion tips.
Just because it's Fall doesn't mean
we all have to look like dying trees,
i.e. blacks, browns, hunter greens.
t-sh-

irts.

s,

eagerly-expecte-

1

KmmtC 60100 tmnSMBRAM

faded greys, etc. Try more exciting
colors such as purples, burgundies
and French blues.
Pants and long skirts are essential, and I'm not talking about jeans
and cords. Those are fine for when
you're having that "not so fresh feeling." But live a little. There are so
many new and exciting pants out
there just waiting to be discovered.
Personally. I'm in to
y
and those
in
front.
pockets
the
slitted
pants with
Over the summer I wanted to buy
a pair of checkeredplaid golf pants,
but I couldn't find my size; it was
earth shattering, to say the least. To
let you readers know, I have since
recovered, but I do think everyone
and their mother should go out and
buy a pair, for my sake. Leather,
vinyl, or pleather jackets with collars that extend past one's shoulders
are a must. With regard to shirts, I
have one word: polyester. Not to
mention they go great with the jackets that I just mentioned.
For the fashion misguided, a role
model could help remedy the situation. What other role model could
there be for this type of dilemma.

for the new year

but none other than the artist formerly known as Prince. Hail his
Purple Majesty! Regardless of gender, you can learn something from
him. If you're feeling a bit frisky,
try a purple lace top with buttless
leggings. But seriously, we all need
a little more sensuality in our wardrobes. If we try hard enough, we can
all be "Sexy MFs."

--

high-water- s,

bell-bottom-

s,

ultra-trend-

Now let's hear from Jesse:
It's my turn to offer you what
little advice I have. You see, after
analyzing my current fashion status. I have arrived at the conclusion
that I am more or less a fashion
reject. As I write, I am wearing
d
pants which were
purchased from none other than
My shoes yup, you
Walmart.
guessed it, Payless. And I still wear
my calculator watch that I got for
Christmas in 1986. Yes, I know it is
shocking, but I can't lie. I guess this
dirty secret couldn't be kept any longer.
But you must understand that although I personally look like any
one of the male cast members from
"Growing Pains," I.toohave a voice
that should be heard. I guess you

could say that I prefer some fashion
styles over others, but I say as long as
you are doing your thing, then so be it.
I do have a few tips which fall
under the category of accessories. I
think that belt buckles add a whole
new dimension to any outfit. They
also come in very handy for those
occasional street brawls. The hands,
often labeled as a rather sensual part
of the body, can be enhanced by
various types of rings. If ou are
wailing to make your move on that
certain some one, a "mood ring"
could clue you in to whether or not
it is the right time. Be w arned: this
level of decorative technology can
surely make or break one's potential for success in the romance department. In any case, the fact is a
ring that changes color is pretty darn
cool.
Finally, attitude is important when
discussing fashion. I. like most
people, am put off by the arrogant
types, but an occasional strut never
hurt anybody. I mean, look at the
impact of John Travolta's strutting
in both "Saturday Night Fever" and
"Stay in' Alive." Man, did he get the
chicks.

.

elastic-waiste-

Save $100 on an Apple printer
when you buy a Mac
Computer Sales.
203

Taylor Hall

330-263-2- 252

Monday
66HHRAMKXa

Free

through Friday
Apple warranty.
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Scot soccer nips
Lady Scots score second victory of
ONU as powerhouse year; stumble at GLCA Tourney
Wilmington looms
LUKE LINDBERG

Men overcome slow start to take
overtime victory
The men's soccer team made it an
exciting game for their hosts at Ohio
Northern when they traveled to beautiful Ada, Ohio, on Thursday. September 12. The Scots came away
with a 0 overtime victory to even
They
their season record to
have had the week off to prepare for
the rest of their grueling season
which resumes tomorrow at 2:00.
Wooster had some problems getting out of the gate against ONU.
For the first fifteen minutes of the
opening half, the Scots looked flat
against an inferior team. The hustle
that characterizes Fighting Scot soccer was simply not present. Fortunately, they picked up their game
and dominated ONU for the duration of the game. In the words of
M i ke Sestel i '99, " Weowncd them."
Despite their domination of al
aspects of the game, Wooster could
not score during regulation. ONU
frustrated the Scots by packing their
1 --

2-- 2.

defense hoping to minimize

Wooster's offense and create a

breakaway for themselves. Wooster
continued their offensive pressure
and created countless scoring opportunities. Unfortunately, they just
could not put the ball into the back
of the net.

Wooster's Chuck Draper '99
ended the deadlock ten minutes into
the overtime period. On a ball played
up by Bill Hubbard '97, Draper
turned on the ball and shot it past the
keeper's foot to put Wooster up I 0.
The Scots continued to dominate
ONU for the rest of overtime and
senior goalkeeper Paul Elliot, who
played well throughout the game,
came up with some huge saves late in
the game to keep Wooster's lead.
Since their victory, the men's
soccer team has been preparing for
the toughest stretch of their season
--

2-- 10

schedule in which they play Division III powerhouses Wilmington
and NCAC foe Kenyon. "

Head Coach

Graham

Ford

stressed the need for increased mental preparation before each match.
At times, the Scots have been unfocused during parts of games. Coach
Ford and his team are working on
focusing 100 percent throughout the
entire game both as a team and individual players.
He is very pleased with the focus
on teamwork that his players exhibit. "My players are very
about their abilities. We
have to set some goals, both as individuals and as a team, in order to
take that next step and become a
Division III powerhouse." The Scots
have never had such a
approach and this team's
chemistry is phenomenal from what
I have personally seen.
Looking forward to the upcoming
stretch of tough home games. Ford
believes that the outcome of these
games will determine the success of
the season. The upcoming games
will test the Scot's ability to win as
a team. Ford commented, "We'll be
playing quality opponents. However, if we play to our potential and
maintain the right frame of mind,
we should win."
Looking ahead to Saturday's game
against Wilmington, the Scots will
be facing off against one of the
region's best teams. Wilmington is
coming off a victory over national
Division III powerhouse Rio Grande
and is searching for a NCAA playoff bid. Wooster will have to play
exceptionally well to topple this
team, but a victory on Saturday
would give Wooster a huge boost.
They will have to step up theirgame,
particularly in the midfield, but a
victory is definitely possible. See
you at the game!
open-mind-
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them out. Carrie Zuro'97 and
Mariama Why te'97 led the Scots, as
they have all season. They registered impressive totals of 4.0 and
3.1 digs per games respectively.
Trisha Wiles 'OOcontinuedhersolid
freshman season, displaying another
solid all around match and finishing
third in digs only to the two experienced seniors in digs. Wiles, Mary
Centric '00 and Mandy Rearick '00
remain the cornerstones to the Scot's
future success. Overall, the Hiram
match was one of, if not the, best
performance by the Ladies so far
this season. They won
three to one but it was not nearly as
easily contested as the line read. The
first game was the highlight of the
match. The Scots took the game
but not until they contested
the-matc-

,t,J

if'J.ffmm.l

.

-,

JOE ALLEN

What began as a promising season for the Lady Scot volleyball
team has become extremely disappointing. The term "rebuilding" often comes to mind when looking at
record. Despite bethe team's
ing one of the hardest working teams
in the NCAC, the Lady Scots have
just found the competition too difficult so far this season. Playing in a
historically strong conference, the
Ladies have failed to gain any real
momentum.
The Lady Scots started the week
out on an upbeat note, taking a long,
tough match from a gritty Hiram
squad September 10. Defense was
the key, as it has been all year for the
team. Even when they dropped behind, their excellent defense bailed

by Eric Bakken

Paige Stanton '98 smashes a winner in a
match against Heidelberg Wednesday

h

1

ended up being the Scots' closest
opponent, taking four games to drop

the Ladies. The two Kenyon
matchups were a joy to watch, as

7-1- 5,

with Hiram's strong offensive
game. Some fabulous points in
game one remained the highlight
of the match. The Scots also took
game two 15-- 8 and game four 15-- 1
3, despite dropping game three
8-1-

they were both closely contested
and well played in all aspects. Unfortunately, the Scots came up short
in a few of key situations, losing by
the exact same line as the Hiram
match. Match two of the tournament pitted the ladies against an
experienced Denison squad, who
jumped all over the Scots in game
Denison took games two
one 15-and three also with the line of 15-- 5
Match three, the third
and
of the day for the Ladies, was
against the host team, Hope Col

5.

Friday the Scots departed for Hope
College, the site of the GLCA Tournament which featured an incredibly tough field; including Kenyon,
who the Scots faced twice, Hope
and Denison. The Scots first match
was in fact versus Kenyon, which

1.

16-1-

4.

lege. Hope rode the home crowd and

Wooster's fatigue to victory,

15-- 1,

Kenyon beat the Scots
again in game four of the tournament on Saturday
15--

2,

15-- 9.

15-1- 1,

15-17,15--

16-1-

4,

11.

The Scots' final match of the week
was Wednesday night back home at
Timkin Gymnasium against Heidelberg. Mandy Rearick's blocking
kept the Scots in the match but
Heidelberg proved to be too much to
handle; overwhelmed by fatigue and
another impending tournament this
coming weekend, the Scots dropped
the match. The final tally was
15-- 3
15-in favor of Heidelberg.
8-1-

3,

5,

16-1- 4,

Scot Ticker
Men's Football

--

Women's Soccer
Wooster 2, Alma 0

X

Wooster 7, Grove City 6

r

-

-

i

-

.

Wooster 2, Walsh 0

Men's Soccer

;

Wooster 1, j
Ohio Northern 0

; Field

Hockey

Wooster 4, Wittenberg 3
Kenyon 3, Wooster 2 -

Cross Country
Men-5t- h
out of 9
Women-2n- d
out of 9

compiled by Voice staff

Sports
Win one, lose one: Women's field hockey splits a pair
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continued from page 16
'97 once again proved to be the
leading player. The senior from
Convent Station, New Jersey, apart
from scoring, made some great
advances in the forward line as
well. As always she proved her
mettle, but this time it wasn't good
enough to rescue the Lady Scots
from the jaws of defeat. Jamie
DiFabrizio "98 scored the only
other goal for the Lady Scots. It is
worth noting that Ewig now leads
the NCAC goals tally with nine
goals, to go along with three assists.
Head Coach Brenda Meese said
that despite the fact the Lady Scots
lost, she was impressed by the way
they kept fighting until the last
minute had ticked away. She said

thai this fighting spirit was prominent against Wittenberg as well.
Assistant coach Tamra Barnes said
that both the teams played very
well, but in the end the better team
won so no one is to
blame for this defeat.
Earlier in the week
the Lady Scots continued their unbeaten
run when they hammered Oberlin 1 and
7--

nudged Wittenberg
aupay by close margin

mances

from

Bakwesehga

Ewig,

Brenda

98, Sarah Harrison

1

28:49), Brendan McCabe '99 (63rd.
29:58). Scott Greenaway '00 (69th,
30:22), Jason Findley '97 (72nd,
30:37), Karl Robillard '98 (74th,
30:48), and Aaron Veith '99 (80th,
31:24).
This Saturday marks one of the
best early season meets in the state
of Ohio: the Wooster Invitational.
The men's race will start at 1:45
a.m., preceded by the women's race
:00 a.m. The 8000 meter (5
at
mile) race will start and finish behind Wagner, with most of the race
being run on L.C. Bowles golf
course. The course is great for spectators, with it's rolling hills and wide
open fields.
Mount Union and Otterbein are
expected to be the very strong teams
coming into Saturday's meet. However, a fierce battle is expected for
1

1 1

third place between Wooster,
Denison. and Oberlin. The field this

year will make the race a very exciting and competitive one. It will also
serve as a good early season indicator of where the Scots and other
teams stand.

Congratulations

The Lady Scots took
full advantage of this

to score four goals
and shoot into the
lead. During the earlier part of the game,
the ball mostly stayed
in Wooster's half.
The Lady Scots were

on the 14th of this month. The
Lady Scots came back miraculously in this game to win
A'fter trailing 0 at the end of the
first half they came back in the
later half of the game to score four
4-- 3.

3--

r

under pressure but in the second
half the ball stayed in Wittenberg's
half, as the tension kept growing.
The anxiety towards the dying moments of the game could be seen in
both camps, but in the end it was

Wooster, who notched up another
brilliant victory for the '96 season.
The Lady Scots now have an
overall record of 1 and an NCAC
record of 1 . Last year after six
games their overall record read
There definitely has been an
improvement in the quality of the
performances as compared to last
year, and with a long way to go
before the season concludes, there
remains more room for growth.
The Lady Scots have a busy
week ahead of them with away
games against Houghton, Rochester and Denison on September 2 st,
22nd and 25th respectively, followed by the big homecoming
game against Ohio Wesleyan on
the 28th.
5--

3--

2-2-

1

Peter James romps to 2nd
consecutive BTE title
Low turnout aids Expert's domination

Fifth place finish atGLCA only the
beginning for Wooster runners
Last Saturday's Great Lakes College Association meet, held at
Earlham College turned out to be an
impressive and promising showing
for Wooster men's cross country.'
The Scots placed 5th out of nine
teams, defeating DePauw. Kenyon,
Albion and Ohio Wesleyan.
Coach Rice was "impressed with
the team's performance." He says
that competition in the NCAC conference this year will be very tight,
and if the team can stay healthy and
consistent, they can capture one of
the top three spots in the Conference
Championship.
Another factor that contributed to
the team's success this past weekend was that the first four Scots
harriers crossed the finish line within
20 seconds of each other, and the
fifth 52 seconds later. This is significant because the first five runners count towards the team scoring. If the Scots can continue to run
up front as a pack, it will really
improve their chances at accomplishing their goals come the NCAC
Championships.
In Saturday's 800 .ieter(5mile)
race. WilHe Drexler '97 finished
first for the Scots ( 7th place. 27:37).
followed by Andrew Dawson '99
(2 1st, 27:48). Allyn Peterson '99
(22nd, 27:49), Josh Baird '98 (27th.
27:57), Robert Buckley '00 (43rd.

.

The confidence of the Lady
Scots was rocketing sky high when
they met Wittenberg on home soil

4-- 3.

Scot harriers look
to hit stride as
season resumes
DAVE WALKENHORST

Fabrizio

goals in a row. It was one of the
best comebacks in the recent history of NCAC. The turning poinl
of the game was the second half,
when Wittenberg started to take
things a little easy.

There definitely has been an improvement
in the quality of the performances as
compared to last year, and with a long way
still to go before the season concludes,
there remains more room for growth.

Oberlin, a
weak opposition, was forced on the
defense for most of the game. The
home crowd saw Wooster cruise
through with impressive perforof

'98. Meghan McLaughlin '98 and

to Tony.

Klanowski '00 who was named )
NCAC Defensive Player of the v
Week. Tony bad two intercept
tions, one fumble recovery and
fourteen tackles in tbe Scots 7-6 double overtime victory over
Grove City last Saturday .

JAMES W. KOLLER

Feierstein 97 on the tiebreaker

Week two of Beat the Experts
boiled down to expert versus expert, as only two student forms
were turned in to the Voice. However, the action remained fast and
furious, due to the new game of the
week feature. Nobody turned in a
form picking both games of the
week, thus missing the extra four
point possibility.
Peter James continued his domination of the contest, winning for
the second consecutive week, edg-in- g

(there were four Scot victories last
week). All three men picked 15 out
of the 20 games correctly with one
game of the week added in to total
17 points. The remaining expert.
Sports Editor Koller, struggled to a
hapless 12-- 8 record for 14 points.
Tieing Koller was Joey Zenir 97.
The third week is full of exciting
football games, including a record-settin- g
college game on the gridiron. 4 Florida will travel to Knox-vill- e
to play 2 Tennessee. Last
season Florida recovered from an
early Vol onslaught to hand them

John

Finn and Mackie

BEAT THE EXPERTS
Game of the Week
Florida at Tennessee
Other Games
Alabama at Arkansas
Oregon at Washington State
Notre Dame at Texas
Arizona at Washington

their only defeat of the season
With the recent expansion,

65-3- 7.

Neyland Stadium holds over
06,000 people, enough to set the
single game NCAA record for
attendance. In the pros, Dallas
travels to Buffalo. With these
two teams winning seven conference championships in the past
six years and meeting in two Super Bowls, this matchup should
meet the bill of game of the week.
Remember, there are two ways
of entering Beat the Experts: email
(ko99jwl3) and Voice box in
Lowry mailroom.
1

WEEK THREE
Game of the Week
Dallas at Buffalo

Other Games
San Francisco at Carolina
Green Bay at Minnesota
N.Y. Giants at N.Y. Jets
Denver at Kansas City
Miami at Indianapolis

LSU at Auburn
Georgia Tech at North Carolina
Boston College at Michigan

San Diego at Oakland
Philadelphia at Atlanta

Stanford at Wisconsin
Nebraska at Arizona State

Chicago at Detroit
Jacksonville at New England

Tie Breaker:
Number of times the word "swank" is in this week's Voice

Ext.
Box No.
Name
Please submit this entry, blank to the Voice box in Lowry or email
to ko99jw!3 by Saturday 12 noon.

-2.

Sports
CC Cruises
at GLCA
Tourney

Wooster at Grove
WOOSTER. ,

0

0

.

GROVE CITY 0
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JAMES W. ROLLER
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Last Saturday, the Lady Scots sent
their best runners forward in preparation for their only home meet of
the season. The meet was the Great
Lakes Championships, with representatives from nine schools in the
area, a few from the NCAC. The
Ladies were coming off a good performance in Oberlin August 30.
Once again the team did not disappoint, coming in a stron 2nd place.
Michelle Poole 97 was the first
Lady Scot across the finish line in a
time of 1 9:22, good for second place
overall. Beth Hufman was the second Wooster finisher, finishing the
5000 meters in 19:59 to claim fourth
place.
This weekend the Ladies will host
the College of Wooster Invitational
Meet with representatives from
twelve otherregional colleges. Last
tied for first place,
year
tieing Grove City. Race time is set
for 1 a.m with the men to follow at
11:45 a.m.
Stats Courtesy News Services
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Football grabs
gridiron victory
continued from page 16
the Scot defense to move the ball to
the Scot 4, the deepest drive of the
day thus far for either team. On 3rd
and five.Tony Klonowski '00 met
Grove City's Doug Steiner in a rude
manner and forced a fumble, which
he subsequently recovered. After
the Scots went three and out, the
Wolverines once again drove deep
into Scot territory only to fumble
the ball away again; this time Scott
Amstutz'97 forced the turnover and
Mike Murray '99 picked up the ball
after it was fumbled again in the
ensuing scramble.
- Under new NCAA guidelines, a
was installed this season. Each team gets the ball at their
opponents' 25 yard line. After the
first team plays its possession out,
whether it is a score or giving up the
ball on downs, the second team takes
the ball to the other end of the field
at their opponents' 25 yard line.
Whoever scores the most points on
of possessions wins.
the trade-oGrove City won the toss and deferred to Wooster. Neither team
was able to score, each failing to
gain even a 1 st down. The second
overtime began with Grove City at
the Scot 25 yard line. The Wolverines were quick to attack this time,
driving on the ground to the Scot
yard line. Despite a Scot wall that was
able to hold the Wolverines to four
yards on five plays, Doug Steiner
scored to put Grove City ahead
Jason Legg '98 then made what turned
out to be the biggest block in recent
Fightin Scot history, stuffing Rich
Anderson's extra point attempt.
Midway through the 4th quarter,
Barnes took out the struggling Judd
in favor of Sean Malone '99 at quarterback. After not completing a
pass thus far, Malone connected on
two passes to keep the drive alive. A
holding penalty, however, drove the
1

tie-break-

er
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Volunteer Fair
on Tuesday, September 24 from 10:30-1:3in the Lowry Pit area. Many
organizations will be there, looking to enlist
0,

x)ff-camp- us

EAGER YOUNG VOLUNTEERS LIKE YOU!
:!Sx-:$sS:$:&:S::-

Tandem: $135.00
Static line: $115.00
Accelerated Freefall: $250.00
No appointment or deposit required
1-800-726-DIVE

6-- 0.

Scots to the brink of defeat with a
4th and 8 situation. With the game
on the line. Malone found Brandon
Good '99 for the second time on the
drive for ten yards, keeping the drive
alive. Grove City then committed
their second biggest mistake of the
game when they were called for
pass interference when Malone was
looking for Chris Bodle '98 at the 5
yard line. Jeff Elser '99 ran for three
yards, then was stuffed on 2nd down,
bringing up 3rd and goal from the 2
yard line. Elser was able to scamper
in for a Scot Touchdown, knotting
Schober's kick
the game at
barely topped the crossbar, but it
counted nonetheless, bringing victory to the Fightin' Scots.
Despite the poor playing conditions at Grove City, Barnes was quick
to point out that the Scots need to play
better. He blamed the team's attitude
as well as the weather. "I don't think
that we had the right mental approach
against Grove City."
One definite bright spot for the
Scots was their defensive effort. The
defense caused two interceptions,
two fumbles for turnovers and of
course the blocked PAT. "We made
them earn what they got, rather then
giving up the big plays," recalled
Barnes, referring to the absence of
big plays that led to easy scores in
the Centre game.
This weekend the Scots are back
on the road, this time visiting rival
Denison to open the NCAC season.
Last year, the Scots defeated the B ig
Red 10-- 7 for the first time in 14
years for a Scot Homecoming treat.
"It was a critical moment in that our
players started to believe in themselves as winners," Barnes, recalling the significance of the win. This
year the Big Red will have revenge
on their minds. Both teams narrowly lost to Centre, Wooster 28-- 2
and Denison 16-Stats Courtesy News Services
6-- 6.
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College of Wooster students special pricing:

CALL

15

(3483)

20 minutes from campus just offRt. 585

Want to make an impact on- campus an leave your mark?

Serve on a faculty committee
There are still positions available on the following
committees:
Computing and Information Technologies
Cultural Events
Galpin Prize
Honorary Degrees
Upperclass Programs
If interested in serving on one of these committees,
please send a letter of intent to Brian Friedman at C-- 1 61 3
xmszi
Need more information.' Feel tree
to-cal-

l
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Lady Scots continue winning ways in thrashing of John Carroll
ISHTIAQ GHAFCXJR
Saturday. September 14. was not
a cold day by Ohio standards, but
for those of us w ho left the comfort
of our rooms to watch the Lady Scot
soccer team take on Alma, the temperature hok up imre of our attention than the game itself. Indeed, it
seemed as if both teams were reluctant to play on such an overcast and
windy day and the match never really caught the rhythm that we would
hope for. After w itnessing the Lady
Scots trounce John Carroll in style
last Wednesday, there is little wonder that their 0 victory over Alma
le ft a certain aftertaste of what might
have been.
The first half, in particular, was
quite a slow affair. Both teams
started off cautiously and seemed to
take the cold as an excuse for not
increasing the tempo. However,
Wooster made it clear within the
first 10 minutes that the midfield
was theirs with firm tackling and
quick passing they set the tone for
the rest of the match; only the lightning transition from midfield buildup to final strike was lacking.
2--

Greer Spicer '99 and Annie
Gillespie 98 played noticably well
down the right flank. Spicer, who
plays right back, has impressed in

all of her appearances. She bears a
rugged determination and the willingness to play hard: all this combined with good stamina, she is a
p
and made
Alma suffer for their decision to
concentrate play dow n their left side.
Gillespie is also a vibrant character
and has a nice attacking style of
play. With Melissa Eging "98 and
Megan Muller "99 in support, it was
Annie who led most of the early
Wooster attack.
Nonetheless, the inactivity of
Chaya Cashin '99 and
Becky Koishor "00 was all too obviand
ous. Cashin, who plays left-ogave a super performance against
John Carroll, patrolled her touch
line unmarked but simply was not
fed by her midfield at all. Wooster
failed repeatedly to switch flanks
during play and thus underutilized
one of their most promissing players. Koishor. on the other hand, has
yet to realize her full potential and
her importance to the team. She
must use her size and speed to her
advantage and take more responsishedding
bility as
her restrained attitude and committing herself more might be a good
sign.
Wooster was lucky when they
survived a penalty box melee 25
non-sto-

work-hors-

e

er

lop-scor-

ut

center-forwar- d'

minutes into the game. Goalkeeper
Denise Drescher "97 made a brave
save from the feet of Alma's
McDougall. as defenders Snow '98
and Matheson 97 had failed to clear
a w cak cross. An immediate counterattack found Koishor all alone on
the left, and she played for time
before setting up a charging Eging
at the top right of the box. Her rocketed shot, however, was well saved
for a corner.
After a lot of midfield work and
no finishing, Wooster finally got
their first goal two minutes before
whistle. Ironically
the half-tim-e
enough, it was Cashin who scored,
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having swapped places with
Koishor only a few minutes before. Her lovely turn on the ball
and snappy finish just went to show
how underutilised she had remained.
The second half started off in much
the same way with fruitless
scrambles down the center and unemployed wingers gaping on the
touchlines. Gradually the Lady Scots
built up the tempo and suddenly
their forwards were all over Alma,
terrorizing their goalmouth and leaving defenders plunging in their wake.
Cashin, Gillespie, and Mueller all
had their chances but it was Koishor
and Eging who really had the Alma

photo by Eric Bakken

Scot soccer returns to action today
goalie on her toes now. Even the keeper.
It was a deserved win for Wooster
Wooster defenders had crossed the
line to retrieve lost balls

half-wa- y

quickly!

Again it was less than two minutes from the end that Koishor coolly
controlled a cross from the right
and, from the edge of the box, unleashed a shot (oo hot to handle.
Gillespie was there to tap in the
rebound from the hands of the

but it lacked the flow and rhythm
which the Lady Scots usually possess. As they travel to Depauw on
Saturday and host Oberlin Thursday, they will have to think over
their strategy and play the type of
game they play best, the confident
kind.

suffers
hockey
Field
The Scots turn tables on Grove City
first loss, bounces back

gain.
Both teams struggled in the third
quarter, with each team gaining only
Will Schober's '00 extra point at
one I st down. After a Ryan Mahru
in the second quarter. The Wolverthe end of the second overtime pro'00 14 yard interception return of a
vided Wooster s football team with ines however, drove 49 yards into
the
the
up
Jeff Porter pass late in the 3rd quara 6 win last Saturday over
Scot territory, only to cough
ter resulted in Scot ball in
Grove City Wolverines in
Wolverine territory, the
sloppy playing conditions.
Scots went to work. They
In winning, the Fightin' "We made them
got,
they
what
then drove down to the
Scots reversed their inopthen giving up the big
Wolverine 27 yard line
portune fortune of the week
to the
before the weather altered
before, when they beat recalled Barnes,
key decision. Rather
a
catin
nearly every
Centre
led to easy
absence big plays
than go for what may have
egory except for final score. scores in the Centre game.
been a game winning field
Grove City outgained
goal on a destroyed Thorn
Wooster 259-9- 0 in total net
Coach Jim Barnes elected
Scot
Field,
capitaltackle.
was
'97
unable
yardage, yet
to
ball on a Sly Slaughter
to go for the 1 st on 4th down. Rich
ize on several scoring opportuniThe Scot defense was heavily tested
Judd '00 proceeded to fumble, givties, including having their extra in the second quarter when Grove
point attempt blocked in the second
City moved the ball 83 yards to ing the ball up on downs.
With the clock winding down in
overtime period.
threaten a score. On 4th down
Playing in cool, rainy conditions
Wooster would yield no more regulation. Grove City penetrated
please see FOOTBALL GRABS
ground, stopping the Wolverines
not unlike the week before versus
VICTORY , page 15
GRIDIRON
Centre, the Scots struggled to get Doug Steiner in his tracks for no

JAMES W. ROLLER

their offensive footing throughout
the game. In fact, Wooster was
unable to gai n a st down unti I early
1
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earn

rather

referring
that

Saturday
Thursday

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Wilmington, 2 p.m.
Tuesday Hiram, 4 p.m.

SYED WASI HASSAN
Kenyon in a very close encounter
last week, managed to get the better
of the College ofWooster field hockey
team, and thus ended the Lady Scots
winning streak. With this victory,
Kenyon also became the first team to
defeat the Lady Scots this season.
Home ground proved to be lucky
for Kenyon who scraped through to
an exciting 2 victory. It was a
disappointing end to a great contest
which saw both teams play exceptionally well. Kenyon, which started
off under pressure due to the fact
that Wooster, until now, had been
3--

The upcoming week in Sports:

WOMEN'S SOCCER
at DePauw, 2 p.m.
Oberlin, 4:30 p.m.

plays"

Kenyan ends Lady Scots' winning
streak at five matches

FOOTBALL
Tomorrow at Denison,
1:30 p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY
Saturday at Houghton, 4 p.m.
Sunday at Rochester, 1 p.m.
at Denison, 4 p.m.
Wednesday

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
SPLITS A PAIR, page 14

VOLLEYBALL

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday

unbeaten for the '96 season, were
not to awed by the occasion. The
Lady Scots unlike their opponents
crumbled underpressure. The game
proved that the Lady Scots easily
succumb to pressure. To succeed in
future games they will have to give
their best when the stakes are high.
Though apparently disappointed, the
Scots put up a great fight and did not
let their opponents get away with
the honors until the last few moments of the game.
For the Lady Scots, Katie Ewig
please see WIN ONE, LOSE ONE:

Wooster Invitational,
1 1 a.m.

Saturday
Saturday

at Defiance, 1 1 a.m.
Olivet at Defiance,

p.m.
Saturday Notre Dame at
Defiance, 3 p.m.
Tuesday at Wilmington,
6:30 p.m.
1

